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IAN’S INVESTMENTMENT INSIGHTS
I

was

planning

to

play

golf

this

morning with my wife, but we de cided to cancel. I t ’s a beautiful day
here in Vancouver, as it was yester day when I did play golf, however, I
had writing on my mind.

I have plenty to write about, not the least of which is to highlight Colibri and Freegold Ventures in “The Companies that I Like” section of the
thought I would just give you a quick update on some of the current investment themes.

Presidential election. This is likely to push the statutory debt limit through $16 trillion (U.S.). Whether the debt ceiling is $16 trillion (U.S.)
or $14 trillion (U.S.), the amount is so staggering that it will never be repaid. However, today’s focus is on European debt, probably by
design of the U.S. rating agencies, in order to keep the U.S. debt issue out of the spotlight. Anyway, Italy is now in focus. I notice in a
Financial Times update this morning, that U.S. hedge funds are shorting Italian bonds, forcing yields to their highest levels since 2002. “In
Washington they are arguing about a debt ceiling; in Brussels they are staring into a debt abyss. But the basic problem is the same. Both
problem. America and Europe are sinking in the same boat. Gideon Rachman, Financial Times, July 4, 2011. The paper money currencies
of the world are in a state of collapse and gold is coming to the fore, assuming its classic role as money.

debt problems and the allure of gold. The front page headline read as follows-“MONEY GONE ROGUE; Amid U.S. Debt Talks, a Growing
Number of Americans See the Gold Standard as the Way to Restore Fiscal Sanity.” I am continuing to purchase physical gold.
In last week’s Insights we drew your attention to Casey‘s gold in the ground valuation model based on the average of better than 100 comPCGold commented
not take into account these additional factors (perhaps it did?)”:
cal deposit in Peru or Zimbabwe, for example-given the history of political, economic and military instability in those jurisdictions and the
numerous instances of expropriation of assets and/or sudden changes in mining laws, etc)”
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“Whether the deposit is low grade open pit material or high grade (higher grade has traditionally carried a higher multiple per ounce, than
low grade.)” Note, given the current gold price, I don’t believe that this statement is as valid as it was in the past at much lower gold prices.
“Whether the compliant ounces are pure metal or so-called ‘gold equivalent’ metal (quite a few companies pretend the two are the same,
and some analysts treat them as such)”
“Access (if your deposit doesn’t have a road within 100 kms (80 miles) of it, it will be valued less than one that’s got a road right to it)”
“Infrastructure (mills, on site facilities, bridges, power etc)-these carry an intrinsic value of their own, in addition to adding value to the
deposit they go with.”
“There are various other factors to consider too, such a show active the company is on the marketing front. If the compliant ounces are in
a shell company for example, you can be sure they’re worth a lot less generally than those in an ‘active junior that is regularly getting in
front of investors at shows, etc. People have to know about ounces to value them.”
“To recap, to get a true idea of value you’ve got to avoid the so called ‘indiscriminate’ broad brush comparison of compliant ounces, and
compare oranges to oranges-admittedly this isn’t always easy.”
Kevin has raised some very good points here and you should heed them when using the broad brush Casey valuation, which I think has
positive merit and one that I will continue to use.
The three companies that I highlighted last week, Barkerville, PCGold and Temex have all their gold assets in Canada and essentially
qualify for all the pluses that Kevin highlights. I’ll let you into a little secret-these three companies comprise almost 50% of the total value of
my portfolio. A lot of people would say that this 68 year old man, soon to be 69, is crazy for putting so many eggs in one basket. But that’s
the way I have always managed my investment portfolio. I’ve been 100% invested in the precious metal junior stocks, principally gold,
since 2000, because I was convinced that we were in the Kondratieff winter, that debt would be our undoing and in such an environment,
gold and gold shares would prosper.
In 2002, my investment account was worth a little more than six figures and I put 90% of that value into a private placement in a company
at $0.60 per share. Within a little more than one year I sold out my position for more than ten times what I had invested. Of course, this
put the value of my investment account into seven figures. I didn’t deem this to be a risky investment because the company had a good
deposit with great gold in the ground values, which in my opinion weren’t being recognized by the market. Incidentally, at the time of my
investment the price of gold was trading at less than $350 (U.S.) per ounce.
What I want to share with you is my confidence, based upon my understanding of the Kondratieff cycle, of how the price of gold and gold
shares would continue to increase in a debt ridden economic environment. The debt denouement is now at hand, which means that the
price of gold is likely to go significantly higher.
One of the things I always ask myself before I invest in a company is “what could go wrong?” When it comes to Barkerville, PCGold and
Temex, except for the hidden issues, I can’t see anything that can go wrong. Each company is located in mining friendly Canada. Each
company has significant gold in the ground assets, with considerable potential to add to these resources. Their properties are all road accessible with good infrastructure. Barkerville will likely double its current production level within two years with the introduction of a second
mill. I am increasing my positions in each of these companies, having reduced my positions in some other holdings.
Barkerville’s share price is under selling pressure, probably due to warrant holders who can exercise their warrants at $1.00. There are
5 million warrants due to be exercised prior to July 18th.
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Warrants are normally offered as part of a financing by a company to entice prospective investors to participate in the financing. They are
usually offered as whole warrant or a half warrant and are set for a given period of time at a given price. For example, this Barkerville
financing (I haven’t looked at the details) was probably done at $0.80 with a full warrant set at $1.00 exercisable within two years, on or
before July 18, 2011. So the financing participants would have purchased Barkerville’s shares at $0.80 with a four month hold (prevented
from selling for four months) and a full warrant, which would allow them to buy another share of Barkerville at $1.00 any time before July
18, 2011. Because the warrant holders can only exercise their right to purchase Barkerville shares at $1.00 until July 18th., after which
that right expires. They can effectively sell their $0.80 paper at $1.60 or so, which is the current trading price and buy back the stock by
exercising their warrant at $1.00. This warrant exercise effectively will put another $5 million (CAD) into Barkerville’s bank account and
will increase the number of shares outstanding by 5 million to about 75 million shares.
Meanwhile, prices of shares in the general stock market continue to remain in a stubbornly high range, buoyed by a plentiful supply of
money, courtesy the (U.S.) Federal Reserve. Since there is so much money being made available to speculation, that the stock markets
are in denial of the collapsing debt bubble and its implications for the world-wide economy. I am convinced that the upside potential for
the stock market is very limited and a probable double top near the May high of 12,876 for the Dow Jones Industrial Average may signal
the end of the bull trend.
Comex Gold Weekly Chart. Closing Price $1,541.60 (U.S.) Friday July 8, 2011.
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Last week I opined that gold was due for a bounce, due to oversold short term readings. Well we’ve got the bounce, but now I think it may
be more than that. On the weekly chart, the Stochastic has just given a buy signal and the MACDI buy signal is pending. I’ve learnt from
experience not to jump in front of the MACDI, but this just might be a new leg up. On the Daily chart (Not Shown) the MACDI has just given
a buy signal from below the zero line, which suggests a fairly strong advance until we reach overbought levels on this chart. Returning to
the weekly chart we can see that prices touched the mid-Bollinger band and have reversed to the upside from that point. The top Bollinger
band on this chart is currently at $1,584.40 (U.S.) and it is rising. The gold price is touching resistance at $1,560 (U.S.) and a meaningful
weekly close above that level should see the price attack the previous high at $1,577.40 (U.S.). Beyond that price level the price of gold
could rise to the top Bollinger band of the monthly chart, which is currently priced at $1,622.70 (U.S.).
I want to remind you that when it comes to investing your money, please ensure you stay within your comfort zone commensurate with
your investment objectives. What I am showing you in these Investment Insights is what I am comfortable doing with my money. Indeed,
what I am doing might be absolutely inappropriate for you.
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